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Fast Charging Data Cable LDNIO LS601 micro, 30W

LDNIO LS601 micro fast charging cable, 30W
Gain the ability to charge your devices even faster. The LDNIO LS601 USB-A to micro USB cable stands out with up to 30 W of power,
making it extremely powerful. It also allows you to transfer files at speeds of up to 480 Mbps and is extremely robust - it will serve you
perfectly for a long time!
 
Fast charging
About to leave the house and just  realised you forgot to plug your phone in to charge? With LDNIO,  this  is  no longer a problem -  the
LS601 cable provides up to 30 W of power, which means it can instantly renew the energy of your chosen devices. Forget the long wait
and save time!
 
Impressive durability
Durable  and  environmentally  friendly  materials  such  as  TPE  have  been  used  to  make  the  cable.  This  makes  the  product  resistant  to
damage,  bending  and  wear.  What's  more,  its  connectors  are  extremely  low  in  oxidation.  The  LS601  is  also  significantly  thicker  than
standard cables, which translates into greater durability.
 
Transfer files in no time
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Do you often transfer photos or videos between devices? The LS601 cable will help you speed up the process! You can use it to copy files
at speeds of up to 480 Mbps. This means you don't need much time to get the images or documents you need to your destination.
 
Brand
LDNIO
Model
LS601
Colour
Grey
Type
USB-A to micro USB
Connector
USB 3.0
Power
30 W max.
Transmission speed
Up to 480 Mbps
Material
TPE
Cable length
1 m

Price:

Before: € 1.5006

Now: € 1.50

Smartphone accessories, Mobile Phone Accessories, USB cables, Micro USB
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